Prefix Change Request

New Proposal

Date Submitted: 08/26/22 12:21 pm

Viewing: OSCM

Last edit: 08/26/22 12:21 pm

Changes proposed by: Timothy Vaughan (vaughats)

Request Type: Request New Prefix/Subject Code

Preparer(s):

Preparer Name: Tim Vaughan

Effective Term: Fall 2023

New Prefix: OSCM

Full Prefix Title: Operations and Supply Chain Management

In Workflow

1. MGMTMRKT Chair
   PreCurrComm

2. COB Dean PreCurrComm

3. COB Dean (PIM)

4. University Senate APC

5. University Senate

6. Provost/Chancellor

7. Registrar (PIM)

8. Reg Cat

Approval Path

1. 08/30/22 8:41 am
   Kristy Lauver (lauverkj): Approved for MGMTMRKT Chair

2. 09/08/22 8:02 am
   Jean Pratt (prattja): Approved for COB Dean PreCurrComm

3. 09/21/22 1:01 pm
   Jean Pratt (prattja): Approved for COB Dean (PIM)
Is this new Prefix replacing an existing Prefix? No

College Business
Department Management and Marketing

Request
Justification
This is in preparation for the College of Business department reorganization scheduled to be effective Fall 2023. The Operations and Supply Chain Management courses will be housed in the newly created Marketing and Supply Chain Management department. Currently these courses use the MGMT prefix which will remain housed in another department (yet to be named).

At such time that the course catalog reflects the new College of Business department structure, the new prefix will be housed in the Marketing and Supply Chain Management department section of the catalog. Nonetheless the new prefix can be approved and applied to relevant courses under the current department structure as needed.

In order to provide a complete description of additional changes that will be subsequently required, I am attaching a Word document that describes these changes. The new prefix request is "Motion 1" in that document.

Optional Supporting Documents
OSCM Catalog Changes.docx

Reviewer
Comments